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Grieg as the “father of Finnish music”?
Notes on Grieg and Sibelius with special attention to the F major Violin Sonatas
In researching themes around the music in the late 19th century in Norway and Finland it is
important to know some details about the cultural and historical frame of this time. Both
countries were not yet independent. Norway was part of Sweden and Finland was an
autonomous part of Russia, but in both countries a cultural identity was rising. Music played
an important role, and Edvard Grieg and Jean Sibelius were representatives for this
development. Even from the first appearance of books on Sibelius, it has been common to
search for a connection to Grieg. I do not want to answer general questions of cultural
identities, but rather wish to analyse and compare the music of both composers. Although the
main focus of the œuvre of both composers is quite different, the violin sonatas are
particularly worthwhile to compare; we not only have examples from both composers, but
examples in F major. While a number of authors have written about general similarities of
both works, I want to particularly focus on aspects of Sibelius’s sonata. While other chamber
music works of Sibelius were clearly influenced by the Viennese classical period, we find
Grieg as a model for the F major violin sonata.

I

In discussing Sibelius’s F major violin sonata, I must mention Erik Furuhjelm, who wrote the
first, and until today the only, longer analytical approach to this opus in his 1916 Sibelius
biography.1 This study is particularly interesting considering Furuhjelm’s comments
regarding Grieg and his concluding remarks about Grieg as the “father of Finnish music.”2
While other authors do not go to such lengths, they recognize Grieg as Sibelius’s inspiration.
Normally, scholars use a more diffuse term of ‘northerness’ even though in actuality the
northern countries were not very well known during this time. In 1891 Sibelius wrote to his
fiancée: “They always say to me: ‘Your compatriot Grieg’. So little they know about us
Northmen.”3
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The idea of the ‘north’ is so prevalent throughout all literature on Sibelius, that it has become
cliché to speak of the connection to Grieg. Nonetheless, in researching this connection in the
21st century it is necessary to use the term ‘Nordic music’ and the ‘Nordic tone’ very
carefully. In the 19th century these terms dominated the musicological treatment of music
from Nordic countries. The term ‘Nordic music’ is closely connected to the question of using
folk music in art music.4 In the 19th century, composers – not only from northern countries –
began to collect folk songs and used them and their folkloristic elements in their
compositions. Later, in the 20th century, Béla Bartók was perhaps the most prominent
example of composers using folk music. He distinguished between three kinds of use: folk
song adaptation, invention of new folk melodies, and composing with the same ‘atmosphere’
as original folk music.5 This kind of subtle influence had already appeared in the 19th
century.6
The label ‘Nordic tone’ was used in the 19th century to describe quite different phenomena in
the compositions of northern composers, which were different from the German or middle
European tradition.7 Some authors described some musical features, like the modi, bass fifths
and melodic specifics. We find nevertheless similar features also in other countries, as the
Bartók example shows. The main problem of the term ‘Nordic tone’ is that it was used for all
music from the North without differentiation from the treatment of folk music. In fact, it is
important to distinguish between the special ‘Nordic music,’ which uses special folkloristic
elements, and the music from the North in a broader sense, which is all music composed in
the North.8 Thereby we can separate the music from the idea of nationality.
Those questions were obviously important also for Grieg and Sibelius. Grieg learned a middle
European style in the heritage of Mendelssohn and Schumann at the Leipzig conservatory
starting in 1858. After these studies he searched for his personal style and met the Norwegian
violinist Ole Bull, who was from the elder generation, and the Danish composer Niels W.
Gade, yet they gave him conflicting advice. Bull wanted to impart on him the Norwegian folk
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music. Gade, who himself became famous with his ‘Nordic tone’ in the 1840s,9 had turned
away from this direction and developed a more international style. In the end it was the young
Rikard Nordraak, who died prematurely in 1866, with whom Grieg developed his interest in
the Norwegian folk music.
Sibelius began his studies in Helsinki in 1885 as one of the first generations at the Helsinki
Music Institute. The institute was founded in 1882, and incidentally Grieg’s F major violin
sonata was played in the first public “musikaftnar.”10 Also the middle European influence of
the Leipzig conservatory was strong in Helsinki, because the founder of the music institute,
Martin Wegelius, was a Leipzig alumnus. In general it is well known that Sibelius had his
first great success in Finland in 1892 with his “Kullervo” symphony, in which he used a row
of melodies of the Kalevala epos. But there is simply little known about the chamber music
which he wrote before 1892. Yet already in 1889, when he wrote the F major violin sonata,
we have some clear signs of his interest in Finnish folk music. Sibelius spoke in 1896 in his
tentative lecture about “the influence of folk music on art music.”11 Later, after a decade of
Finnish-influenced orchestra music, Sibelius developed in the first years of the 20th century a
more international style. For many critics it was difficult to see that a Finnish composer did
not use a primarily Finnish music style. This is somehow a problem in Sibelius reception even
today, especially in Germany.

II

It is not only the common key that establishes a relationship between Grieg’s and Sibelius’s F
major sonatas, but both composers also wrote their opus almost at the same respective ages.
Grieg wrote the sonata in 1865 at the age of 22 – incidentally the birth year of Sibelius. The
latter composed his sonata in 1889 at the age of 23, having just graduated in Helsinki and
heading to Berlin. Those 24 years between the inceptions of both works reflect in some
respects the interval of the musical development of both Nordic countries.12 Even more
important is the question of the use of folk music, which became important in both sonatas.
Finally, we could see both sonatas as an important step to master the sonata form.
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In regards to the violin sonata tradition, Benestad and Schjelderup compare Grieg’s F major
sonata op. 8, to Beethoven’s ‘Frühlingssonate’ (op. 24) in the same key.13 Grieg wrote this
sonata in 1865 while he was searching for his own style, and as a young composer, Grieg
discovered the possibilities of the folk traditions. It is also a sonata that was one of the works
written in a “happy time of triumph and accomplishment.”14 Together with the piano sonata
op. 7 “he tried out his new national style for the first time in some larger works.”15 After his
early studies in Leipzig, he did not have much experience with cyclic forms, other than the
early string quartet, cyclic works were very rare in his œuvre of the first years.
Sibelius’s sonata also continues the F major tradition of the ‘Frühlingssonate’ although it is
not possible to prove that he played or heard this Beethoven piece.16 Sibelius wrote the sonata
JS 178 in the summer of 1889, just after he finished his studies at the Music Institute in
Helsinki. It was not his first violin sonata: in 1884 he wrote a sonata in A minor (JS 177),
which was one of his first cyclic works. This composition had four movements in different
keys – a typical phenomenon of Sibelius’s school time works. In the spring of 1889 Sibelius
composed the string quartet in A minor (JS 183) as his final work at the Music Institute.
Sibelius spent the summer in 1889 again in the small town Lovisa, near the Finnish Gulf. He
had spent some previous summers there, which was a place of happy childhood for him. The
new violin sonata was first performed on July 16th.17 Remarkably, this event was reported not
only in the local newspapers but also in the Hufvudstadsbladet, one of Helsinki’s leading
newspapers at the time. Here the sonata was mentioned together with the A major string suite
(JS 186) and the A minor string quartet.18 A few days before the debut performance, Sibelius
wrote to his uncle Pehr about his new opus:
The first movement, 2/4 in F major, is fresh and daring as well as gloomy with some
brilliant episodes; the second movement, A minor, is Finnish and melancholy; it is an
authentic Finnish girl who sings on the A string; then some peasant lads perform a Finnish
dance and try to entice her to smile, but it doesn’t work; she only sings with greater sadness
and melancholy than before. The third movement, 3/8, F major, is fresh and spirited as well
as romantic. There are people in a meadow singing and playing on Midsummer Night.
Meanwhile, a meteor falls down among them. They are amazed, but even continue playing,
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but not as readily as before because everyone is more serious. At the end the mood becomes
splendid but gloomy [the meteor!] and also playful and happy.19
This letter is a rare document of a ‘programme’ for a cyclic work. There are no descriptions
for other pieces, and later Sibelius disapproved of programmes for his symphonies.
Nevertheless, this sonata programme shows that Sibelius turns away from the classical string
quartet as a model, which his teacher Martin Wegelius had exposed him to. Other than the
works for string quartet like the A minor quartet, Sibelius wrote – outside the reach of his
teacher – a set of works for different settings like piano trio. Outside of his composition
lessons he felt more free and creative, and by at least the beginning of 1889 he became
interested in Finnish folk music. He learned, for example, to play some folk music pieces on
the Kantele for a masquerade, at which he went as a Kantele player.20 Yet, this interest was
not only for one occasion. It was employed in the ‘programme’ to the second and third
movement of the sonata.

III

In literature there are many comments on the violin sonatas of Grieg and Sibelius.21 I want to
focus my notes, however, on formal aspects in the first movements of both sonatas. To begin,
it is interesting to show some approaches to the ‘Grieg motive’ in Sibelius’s sonata.

Example 1+2: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 1. movement, b. 59f. / 73f.
19
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In bar 59/60 a jumping-off leading tone could evocate such associations (example 1), and
there is a phenomenon in bar 73/74 even nearer to the Grieg motive (example 2).
Both violin sonatas do not begin directly with the main theme. Sibelius’s sonata begins with
one bar of ‘C’ in the violin (example 3), which appears as a long ‘upbeat’ to the theme,
although it is metrically too long for an upbeat.

Example 3: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 1. movement, b. 1-5.
This gesture is reminiscent of the beginning of Grieg’s sonata with four bars that are
harmonically detached from the main theme (example 4). Axel Bruch proved the importance
of these four bars for the whole movement as a substantial harmonic progression, which
returns at the beginning of the development section and the coda.22

Example 4: Edvard Grieg, Violin sonata in F major, op. 8, 1. movement, b. 1-7.
A comparison with the end of the development sections shows some interesting details of the
formal structure. In both cases the main part of the development section ends on an A chord
and the retransition is made from a part of the second key section. In his analysis of Grieg’s
sonata, Bruch calls “die merkwürdig isoliert stehenden” bars 174-181 a “Rückführung” and
gives two different interpretations.23 Whereas he uses the interpretation as an elongation of D
major and later D minor to show the general harmonic idea of the whole movement, he also
interprets it as two half cadences (174-5 in D major, 178-9 in G minor), which forms a
sequence of fifths going on to the tonic in the recapitulation (see example 5).24 This
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interpretation is similar to Ekkehard Kreft’s analysis.25 Strikingly, the dominant function
sounds in one bar as a bass tremolo (single C). This bar with the single C is already part of the
recapitulation and could have been a model for the beginning of Sibelius’s sonata.

Example 5: Edvard Grieg, Violin sonata in F major, op. 8, 1. movement, b. 171-183.

Example 6: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 1. movement, b. 160-181.
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In Sibelius’s sonata the corresponding part of the development section closes with an A
augmented triad (b. 160f.) and continues with two bars from the second key section in the
violin. This part alternates with its variation and forms a chromatically rising sequence (see
example 6). The unusually built cadence to G in bar 172 is the temporary point of
resolution.26 Together with the violin D pedal point, the cue from the piano with the E flat
triad in bar 174 generates a dissonant chord. A diminished triad over E, which is the vii° in F
major, mitigates this dissonance.27 Sibelius already uses the head motive of the main theme in
the piano voices, and the closing bars of the main theme in the violin. The piano bass begins
here again and proceeds from the G area to D minor as a minor dominant. As a kind of
deceptive cadence (V-vi7) in bar 178, a new sequence in the piano left hand begins. The headmotive starts here with a diminished E triad and proceeds with falling thirds through C major
and A minor to F major. The arrival of F major is the recapitulation’s beginning.
The comparison of both sections shows the composer’s similar ideas. While traditional
compositions would remain on the dominant, both cases here resolve to the parallel D minor.
In Grieg’s sonata the traditional dominant sounds as a C tremolo in the bass. Sibelius uses a
simple triad without dissonant tones between two seventh chords (b. 178-180). Both these
chords over E and A are the same chords which open the sonata of Grieg (without sevenths
and without the diminished fifth over E). It seems possible that this phenomenon is not an
accident. In contrast, the opening first bar of Sibelius’s sonata evokes the original idea of
Grieg’s sonata’s recapitulation beginning. Sibelius obviously used the Grieg’s sonata as a
model for his form and changed the harmonic members in a chiastic kind of way.

IV

Both sonatas have a specific folkloristic colour in their second movement. Although Grieg’s
later-written G major sonata is called “the national,”28 we find already in the second
movement of his F major sonata clear references to nationality. Benestad and SchjelderupEbbe wrote: “The A section has the lilt of a charming minuet, with a touch of Nordic folk
song.”29 The B-section also has a “…strikingly national colouring. Grieg here imitates the
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indigenous Norwegian folk instrument, the Hardanger fiddle”.30 Given how well known this
passage is, it is not necessary to extend discussion on it here.
Sibelius’s middle movement appears as a Finnish counterpart to this national colour (see
example 7). The composer himself wrote: “The second movement, A minor, is Finnish and
melancholy; it is an authentic Finnish girl who sings on the A string.” It is a clear hint of how
Sibelius composed in the style of a Finnish folk song.

Example 7: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 2. movement, b. 1-9.

Example 8: Finnish folk song „Maantien poikki ne riiarit loikki“
This theme has some similarities to the Finnish folk song „Maantien poikki ne riiarit loikki“
(example 8). The similarities include the dactyl rhythm and cadences with repeated closing
30
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notes, which are typical for Finnish folk songs. Yet, there is no doubt that Sibelius wrote his
own melody. Tawaststjerna suggested that the piano accompaniment sounds like “stylistic
writing for the kantele.” He claims: “The Andante is the first portent of Sibelius’s national
style.”31 We find therefore, in literature on both sonatas, interpretations for a model of the
typical folk instruments, the Hardanger fiddle and the Kantele.
Another aspect is still important to note in comparing Grieg’s and Sibelius’s sonatas.
Regarding the B-section of Sibelius’s second movement (example 9), we remember the
composers hint: “then some peasant lads perform a Finnish dance and try to entice her to
smile.” The B-section has a dance character theme in A major, its melody is clearly related to
Grieg.

Example 9: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 2. movement, b. 33-40.
We find two examples within the violin sonatas, both in E major. The first is the B-section
theme of the second movements of Grieg’s violin sonata op.13 (example 10) and the second is
the main theme of the second movement of the violin sonata op.45 (example 11). Strikingly,
the theme is introduced in both cases by the piano without the violin.

Example 10: Edvard Grieg, Violin sonata in G major, op. 13, 2. movement, b.46-49 .
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Example 11: Edvard Grieg, Violin sonata in C minor, op. 45, 2. movement, b. 1-7.
We know Sibelius’s teacher, Hermann Csillag, played Grieg’s C minor sonata op. 45 with
Ferruccio Busoni on October 4, 1888 at the Music Institute in Helsinki.32 Sibelius probably
heard this concert because it was Busoni’s first official performance as the new piano
professor at the small institute. In this case we could assume Grieg was a direct influence.
Sibelius composed his sonata in a related key (E major – A major) with a similar aesthetic.

Example 12: Jean Sibelius, Violin sonata in F major, JS 178, 1. movement, b. 52-63.
However, he used this theme also as the second key theme of the first movement, beginning
with A minor and ending in C major (example 12). Here we also find the first example with
similarities to the ‘Grieg motive.’ The second example concludes the theme. In context of the
whole theme, the relation to Grieg is more evident.
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V

Finally, it’s important to note that Sibelius’s third movement, a mazurka in rondo form, also
contains some allusions to Grieg. The most unusual passage of the „programme,“ where
Sibelius composed the “meteor falls down among them,” is hard to pinpoint, because within
the long rondo form there is no clear disruption. On the one hand, the F major sonata is a
reflection of Sibelius’s happy childhood in the Finnish countryside, but on the other hand we
could interpret the “meteor” as a symbol for something new, which breaks into the music of
the young composer. This newness is modelled after the Finnish folk music tradition. Already
in the A minor quartet we find some allusions to Finnish folk music tradition. Beyond his
official study works, he tried to realize his new interest with the violin sonata. In 1889
Sibelius began to study in Berlin, and one year later was in Vienna. In the environment of
international students and artists, he reflected on his own origin and thus enhanced his
national style.
The parallels to Grieg are obvious, yet it is not easy to answer the title question. Given the
important role Grieg played for the development of Finnish music, he was, in this sense, a
“father.” Yet, many things have changed since Furuhjelm. Tawaststjerna, for example, wrote
a lot about the importance of the Viennese classical period, especially Haydn and Mozart, and
from the 19th century, names like Beethoven and Mendelssohn were important. Amongst
others Tomi Mäkelä also recently wrote about other possible influences on Sibelius beside
Grieg. Finally, we should not forget that Sibelius was surely the most important but not the
only Finnish composer. There still are many unanswered questions in the research of Grieg’s
role as the “father of Finnish music”.

